
Athens Conservation Advisory Council meeting minutes 
September 16, 2021, via Zoom 

 
Members present: Bunting, Grilli, Lipsman, Moree, Village Trustee Nancy Poylo, non-voting 
representative for DPW Director Anthony Proper, Winslow 
Members excused: Little, Roth 
 
Meeting guests present: none 
 
Chairman Lipsman convened the meeting at 6:30pm. 
 
1. Welcome and introductions – participants introduced themselves. 
 
2. Agenda review and approval – the agenda was approved by assent, with the addition of a Tree City 

USA update. Mr. Bunting led a short discussion on EHD leading to dozens of deer carcasses in the 
Village, and whether there is a role for the CAC and/or the Village in addressing the problem. He 
agreed to think about this, and forward possible recommendations should he deem any 
appropriate. 

 
3. Approval of minutes of last meeting – the minutes of the meeting of August 19, 2021, were 

approved by assent. 
 

4. Community Solar Campaign Update – Dr. Lipsman shared that the Village Board approved the 
Nexamp partnership. A couple of informational webinars are scheduled, and a website is up and 
running for enrollment. There is a short term goal of enrolling at least 10 accounts for the Village to 
receive cash and points before the NYSERDA window of participation closes.  

 
Ms. Poylo mentioned a company Freepoint Solar, aka FS Solar, that is applying for a permit to 
construct a solar farm in Coxsackie. She queried whether this might at some point be able to overlap 
in some way with the Community Solar Campaign with Nexamp. 

 
5. Tree City USA Update – Ms. Grilli shared that she submitted the 2021 application with the mayor’s 

sign-off. 
 

6. Discussion of possible Tree Management Program – Mr. Bunting had shared a draft document, but 
recommended discussion of it be deferred pending a determination on a possible Tree Law. 

 
7. Discussion of possible Tree Law – there was a lively discussion on the draft law that was submitted 

by the subcommittee of Mr. Roth, Ms. Grilli, and Dr. Lipsman. 
 

Comments were made as to what the problem was that the proposed law is intended to address, 
and whether the law is the best means to address that problem. There were a number of comments 
as to the difficulty understanding the law, the confusing nature of some of the provisions, how 
Articles I and II tie together, the relevance of a number of the provisions to Athens, and whether the 
law could effectively be enforced in a less affluent community such as Athens, compared with more 
resource-rich downstate communities. 
 



Ultimately it was decided the CAC does want to proceed with developing a Tree Law to propose to 
the Village Board. Mr. Bunting agreed to join the drafting subcommittee and to come up with a 
revised Article II with an emphasis on land clearing similar to a Newburgh law with which he is 
familiar.  
 
Ms. Grilli wondered if there are experts similar to Forester Guest with DEC who has spoken with the 
group in the past. In response, Dr. Lipsman offered to reach out to a contact at Cornell Cooperative 
Extension. 
 
At some point, there would need to be a reconciliation of the proposed law with what already exists 
in Village Code, as well as input from DPW and Code Enforcement as to the “on the ground” 
practicality of the law. 
 

8. Member items – Ms. Moree noted that fall planting season is here and wondered whether there are 
any appropriate recommendations or actions for the CAC with regard to tree planting. Ms. Grilli 
agreed to look into whether there are any free trees available for planting. Ms. Moree agreed to 
speak with Ms. Little in her capacity as chair of the Friends of Athens group to see if there is any 
synergy there. 

 
9. Agenda for meeting of October 21, 2021 – the group agreed to meet via Zoom and continue 

discussion of a proposed Tree Law and a proposed Tree Management Plan. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 7:58pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Joshua Lipsman, MD 
 


